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Originally devised by the ancient Egyptians, our familiar deck of 52 playing cards was first used as a

divination and time-keeping tool. Author Sharon Jeffers has researched and recovered the mystical

language of the cards in this beautifully designed, four-color gift book.Using the Love and Destiny

divination system, readers discover:* Ancient secrets about the cards as oracles of life and

relationships* Their true personality type and who is the best type of person with which to be in a

relationship* Types of people with whom to avoid having a relationship* Guidance in all of life's

relationships, in addition to romantic attachmentsThe ancient, mystical system presented in Love

and Destiny is unsurpassed in its delineations of the character and nature of relationships--their

strengths and weaknesses, the lessons presented, the opportunities that exist, and last but not

least, what each relationship needs most to find its fullest potential. Using the Love and Destiny

system to see what a relationship is really about is a powerful way for readers to gain great

self-mastery with choice over their lives and relationships.
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Sharon Jeffers is a Master of the Oracle. She brings to the cards a range of appreciation for the

expansive possibilities of a life well led. Her contributions to the interpretation of an age old Oracle

brings a special humanity that enfolds the mysteries of life with the opportunities to make successful

choices taking our higher selves to fruition. While the ego can become the biggest obstacle to

finding peace and tranquility in this journey, it also provides the keys to raising consciousness to



higher levels of awareness finding compassion and success when dealing with the difficult

challenges of life experiences.The Cards of Love and Destiny is a magical mystery tour of the world

of psychological mastery that will take the reader towards greater understanding of the pitfalls and

pleasures that can be achieved in this life through making the right choices. Highly recommended

for those pilgrims who are seeking a broader experience outside of the box.

In her second book, Sharon Jeffers offers us an intuitive guide for relationships that fills the gaps the

self-help psychology books leave. This is an ancient system of birthdays, playing cards, and the

yearly calendar that can explain an individual's being under the surface--based on our birthday--that

can be tracked in patterns and events and probabilities throughout our life. As Sharon explains so

clearly, this can prove very useful in understanding how to make a relationship succeed. Or how to

avoid the pitfalls of a relationship that is proving difficult. This is useful on many levels, like getting a

best friend's advice when we need it most, a best friend who really knows us. This book is a

companion piece to her first book, which focused on the individual. This one focuses on partnership.

So I recommend buying both and using them together. This is an ancient divination system and

oracle that arose in the west that carries the same depth of truth and authenticity and "magical

intervention" that the I Ching does in the east.

Love and Destiny is a wonderful book about the ancient card system for divination. The card system

is new to me although I have studied astrology and Tarot for 25 years. I find the use of the cards as

a calendar absolutely fascinating, and Sharon Jeffers has a writing style that makes this complex

system easy to understand. The book itself is beautifully designed and a pleasure to read. I

recommend this book for anyone wanting to better understand relationships.

What a beauty of a book that sums up the core gifts awaiting any relationship AND condenses a

fascinating, complex system into heartfelt, fun reading. I've used this quite a bit to assess

friendships and work relationships, and it has pinpointed so perfectly why some are so easy and

others are a delicate dance. Sharon presents an easy formula for creating peace and understanding

between all combinations of people.

I first heard about the work of the Magi three years ago. It definitely has changed my life since then.

I bought Robert Lee Camp's books, "Love Cards" and "Destiny Cards". They taught me a lot and I

still use them all the time with my readings. However, I had been ready for a different perspective



telling me about the cards. Perhaps a more gently and fluid one. I think Robert Lee Camp is an

excellent writer, he's is just very blunt and sometimes a bit brash. Sharon Jeffers has given me the

writing and perspective I was looking for. She has an elegant manner to her writing. The truth is still

prevalently there, just in a softer manner. This book, "Love and Destiny" goes a bit deeper into the

practice. It teaches you how to understand relationships and how they are their own entity. The work

of the Magi is very deep and takes time and practice to understand. This book is a great way to get

into it. I highly recommend it!

This book gives every relationship In site into people it won't make a relationship work but will help

you understand the other person or even yourself . Excellent for single people

I love this book so much and I recommend it to everyone who wants advice on any kind of

relationship; from romantic partner to best friend to coworker and family member... it's ALL in the

Cards!

I am extremely happy with this book, I use it for a reference guide for all my friends, and in my

healing work. The information is spot on!
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